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great issue. We visit the mysteries of Shapeir, examine why vast games are
better than epic ones, explore glitch space, critique videogaming nostalgia,
and discover Jewish identities in games. Plus, five great features on Identity.
Thank you for supporting the best in independent writing – enjoy the new
issue, and let us know your favourite bits on Twitter and Facebook!
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Editor in Brief:
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Editor in Brief:
Identity
Hail to the Chief?

With the release of Halo 5: Guardians, I’ve been
thinking about the Chief. As a Sega fan (not the only
one – see To Be This Old Takes Ages, elsewhere
in this issue), I found refuge in the Xbox – owning a
PS2 would have been like marrying the bunny-boiler
who murdered your spouse. My mum saved to buy it
for my birthday, and Halo was the only game I could
afford, but it was also the only Xbox game I needed.

Halo is now one of gaming’s biggest franchises, and Master Chief is an industry symbol. As
I watched the launch trailer for Halo 5, I was
reminded of all the things that make Halo so fun
and memorable: purple lasers, bouncy Warthogs,
co-op campaigns against the Covenant, all-night
deathmatch marathons with friends. Halo has
changed over time: it’s more explicitly futuristic
now than the Aliens-inspired space marines of
early games, and it has inherited Call of Duty’s
speed and spectacle. Yet it has retained its personality, its larger-than-life systems and situations
that naturally gravitate towards fun. Halo has an
identity.
Master Chief is perhaps unique among action
heroes in that he’s not just fighting to save his
canonical universe; he’s fighting for the ability to
fight on a metaphysical level by encouraging Xbox
sales and sustaining the franchise. Lara Croft and
Solid Snake can exist anywhere; Chief is Xbox
made flesh. Halo 3’s launch was a genuine Media
Event that echoed the ascendance of the Xbox
360; Chief’s minor makeover in Halo 4 matched
the 360’s revised hardware. Conversely, my reaction to Halo 5 echoed the Xbox One’s market failure: rather than “oh yeah, I can’t wait for this!”, it
was “oh yeah, I remember Halo.”

Other franchises’ identities are more malleable
than Halo. Metal Gear and Final Fantasy on the
Xbox; Shenmue on the PlayStation; Pokémon on
a smartphone; Sonic the Hedgehog on everything – even if no one wants to play it. The Xbox
One, PlayStation 4 and PC have never been closer
in terms of architecture, leaving fans to bicker over
the sharpness of shadows in online forums in the
vague hope of differentiating their purchases.
But this homogeneity also affects our identity as
players. What does it mean to be a PC gamer, an
Xbox or PlayStation fan, when they’re all just similar boxes with equal features? Look hard enough
and you’ll still encounter ‘fanboys’ – remember
that word? – but these days, a Triforce tattoo is
an emblem of belonging, not one of differentiation. Choosing a console is less like choosing a

favourite football team and more like choosing a
brand of shoes: it’s a practical choice, made from
the head rather than the heart.
Perhaps this shifting, crumbling identity is at
the heart of the tensions we see online. When
everyone plays games on a mobile phone, when
games are as ubiquitous and mundane as movies
or music, when your identity becomes less “Xbox
fan” and more “Adidas fan”, how does this affect
how we perceive ourselves? Last year, many
online commentators wrote about the “death of
the gamer”, but perhaps what we’re seeing is the
normalisation of the gamer, or the fracturing of one
homogenous identity into many sub-identities:
online FPS gamer, MOBA gamer, Hearthstone
player, MMO explorer.

One day I’ll buy an Xbox One. It’ll be an impulse buy in a sale, many
years from now. I’ll blast through Halo 5 and remember those good
times with the Chief while wearing a Sonic t-shirt that has changed
from retro cool to the equivalent of an Alvin and the Chipmunks
singlet. Some parts of your identity change more readily than others.

Getting lost: that’s the first thing that happens
when you arrive in the city of Shapeir.

A Tale Of Two
Cities
In Quest For Glory II: Trial By Fire, Shapeir is a city you can
settle into, but not until after you’ve gotten lost in it.

Actually, the very first thing that happens is a cat-person magically transmuting your
clothes into an appropriate outfit for the pseudo-Arabic fantasy setting. Your friends
retire to the inn they run and refuse to leave. Then you try to buy something, but have
the wrong currency, and ask for directions to the money changer.
And that’s when you get lost.

A TalJody
e OfMacgregor
Two Cities

S

hapeir’s plazas are connected by a veinlike spread of alleys that are a nightmare
to navigate, and asking strangers for directions results only in semi-helpful babble. Quest
For Glory II: Trial By Fire is an PC adventure
game from the early Nineties, and like many
games of the era, it has an unconventional
means of copy protection: a physical paper
map that makes navigation otherwise impossible. Beyond providing a useful purgatory for
software pirates, Shapeir’s maze of tariks and
darbs make it one of the most believable cities
in videogames, one with two faces.

The streets of Shapeir are dark and identical,
hidden from the desert sun and lit by sporadic
torches. Doors lead to private residences, but
even if you overcome your foreigners’ shame
and knock on one, they’ll never open. Locals
sometimes appear at intersections in the
distance, forcing you into a panicked dash
to ask for help. If you reach them before they
vanish around a corner, they won’t speak your
language.

The Big,

The Vast,

and The Epic
The Big, The
Ben Meredith
Vast, and The
Epic
Vast games have the same scale as epic ones, but
leave control and creativity to the player.

W

e want our games to be big. One of their
unique draws is spending sometimes as
much as thousands of hours exploring their worlds
and systems. The question of longevity is applied
to all games, regardless of genre, and the games
industry’s marketing engine – including the press
– assures us that new games are huge things you
can really get your teeth into. Fighting and racing
games show off their large rosters, multiplayer
games demonstrate their competitive potential.
Games with a strong narrative often use the word
‘epic’ to describe this bigness. This goes hand in
hand with things being awesome in a big, loud and
impressive sort of way – the stories are epic, the
graphics are epic too, and you and your friends
are going to have an epic time.

Being epic, though, is not necessarily the right
way to drive a narrative or make us care about
our experiences in a massive game. The right
way to do it is by trying to make a game feel vast.
Although both of these words imply a sense of
impressive scale and may at first glance appear
to describe pretty much the same thing, there is
an incredibly important shift in focus between the
two: how player-centric the worlds are. The vast
game doesn’t give a damn about the player, or at
least makes a really good attempt at pretending it
doesn’t. The vast game is just as big as the epic,
but it doesn’t caper and it doesn’t clamour.
Where the epic is a theme park, the vast is a mountain range: it will be just as impressive whether
the player is there to see it or not. The war-torn
nations of The Witcher 3 and the wastelands of
Fallout: New Vegas feel like cohesive worlds which
are inhabited by the player, whereas the planets,
stations and rings of Halo and the not-too-farfrom-the-real world of Call of Duty feel like isolated instances, lacking in substance. The shift in
focus frees up the designers to tell slower stories,
which are more character-driven: the dialogue
is no longer under pressure to serve solely as a
way to get the player from one set-piece to the
next, because there’s no longer a worry that the
player will miss something if they aren’t looking
the right way at the right time. The game’s setting
can be trusted to provide enough context to keep
the player invested without the need for ‘exciting’
things to happen for them every few minutes.

EXPLORING//
Exploring Glitch
Space
//GLITCH
SPACE//
Game spaces are created for the player, but glitch
spaces reveal something about their developers.

<A.R. TESCHNER>

W

e may walk down a path in a botanical
garden and never once fear that we may
fall through the earth, but as any dungeon delver
in Daggerfall knows, at any moment one may trip
on a stair and plummet through the architecture
into a deadly black void. This is glitch space: an
explorable accident in the fabric of an artificial
universe. If one levitates in one of Daggerfall’s
abysses, one can see a dungeon’s connective
tissue and oblivious denizens, invading a realm
reserved for the gods that created it.

Videogames usually allow for multiple approaches
to their worlds; it’s considered one of the virtues
of the medium. Someone re-reading a book can
enter with a different mindset, someone watching a film can notice different things with different
viewings, but the player in a game is often given
the role of an actor, the cinematographer, or even
the director.

These limitations are understandable. We put a
huge burden on designers to create landscapes
we can mentally enter; it’s why we’re often captivated by traditional games that continue the ongoing conversation along expected lines: they give
us straightforward objectives or simple graphics
that get past our defences. Yet, as graphics and
algorithms get more sophisticated, flaws only
become more apparent in those games that try
to go beyond our expectations. No matter how
sophisticated or simple the product, no game
offers a perfect system and many are the players
who enjoy prodding at every block and peeking
around every corner in search of glitch spaces.

Few are very robust simulations, though; one
balances on an axis that teeters between a sufficient level of detail and a sufficient level of interactivity. One might think of Dwarf Fortress, which
is buried in interactivity, yet many of the details
fail to fool us into believing they’re anything more
than a massive list of terms that were combined
together during world creation. On the other side
you might find L.A. Noire, which has an immense
level of detail in the objects you find and the time
period touches, but with budget constraints, the
interactivity is limited by how much time the
actors could spend in face capture, and how many
objects could realistically be rendered.

A game functions as it was programmed to; in one
sense, without flaw. Games follow their programming, but are rarely perfect. Given how complicated the systems are and how fallible humans
are, when released into the wild a code’s seeming
flawlessness can be easily shattered. With near
instantaneous communication amongst players
who, like me, love to test the integrity of game
worlds, gaps in design can cause all sorts of headaches for coders. But from a wider view, hidden
loopholes in code can be fascinating. They can
even hide entire environments unto themselves,
unintended places that show glimpses of the titans
that built them.

M

y first videogame console, back in 2001, was a PlayStation 2.
My mom originally purchased it for my dad, who was getting
into racing games, so we mostly owned games that concerned
cars — Grand Theft Auto III, Need for Speed and, for some reason,
Simpsons Hit and Run. When I expressed an interest in it, she
bought me games she thought I’d like, including a Sabrina the
Teenage Witch game that I never bothered to finish as well as
Kingdom Hearts.

Nostalgia in Absentia
When nostalgia affects how we talk about and make
games, we limit their audiences and potential.

The time between getting stuck somewhere around the Hercules
world and my next videogame was around seven years.

Nostalgia in Absentia
Carli Velocci

T

he PlayStation 2 had become a glorified DVD player. My next
console experience was with a Nintendo 64 that belonged
to my college roommate in freshman year. The game was Mario
Party. We all wanted to kill each other, both in and out of game.
My first boyfriend told me his first videogame was Mortal Kombat
when he was around five years old. He taught me how to play
fighting games, starting with Guilty Gear and moving on up to
Street Fighter IV. We also wanted to kill each other.
In each of these instances, the motivations were the same. Showing me videogames was an act of pity because I didn’t play any
growing up. When I mention that I never played Super Mario
Bros. or any of the Kirby games, the normal reaction is shock and
sadness akin to if I had lived in an Amish community my entire
life. Throughout college, I had the privilege of borrowing any
consoles or games I wanted. I played on a friend’s old Resident
Evil 4 file where many of the features that made the game easier
were unlocked. I played Arkham Asylum where it seemed like
everyone standing around me had played it before and was trying
to tell me how to navigate. I played Silent Hill 2 with friends on
Halloween because they felt like I was missing out.

Diaspora Tales
The number of Jewish characters in games is limited, but
each one provides a unique perspective on Judaism.

I

remember the first time I ever saw a Jew in a
videogame. It was the summer of 2003 and
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City had come out the
previous winter. A year before, at the age of 12,
my mother’s disapproving glances kept me away
from GTA3. Now I was 13, just starting Torahreading lessons for my Bar Mitzvah and I was
old enough, dammit. I brought the game home
from the nearby rental store, ripped it from its
clear plastic case, and popped it in my console.
I was hooked from the loading screen, that pinkand-blue mosaic of shady characters, guns, and
speedboats. The sophomoric jokes; the neonsoaked streets of 1986 Miami; the radio station
that played Slayer’s ‘Reigning Blood’. This was
freedom. This was my adolescent rebellion.

And then he was there. Right there, in the first
cutscene. A man in a pink suit steps out of a
station wagon to meet the protagonist, Tommy
Vercetti. He introduces himself: “Hey hey guys,
it’s, uh, Ken Rosenberg here!”

DIASPORA TALES
DANIEL KORN

M

y mouth dropped and I guffawed loudly.
Alone in my basement, I wanted to turn to
someone and ask if they’d just heard what I heard.
The guy’s last name was Rosenberg. I had a good
friend with the last name Rosenberg! Ken, a cokeaddicted lawyer who is terrible at his job, quickly
revealed himself as a despicable and pathetic
character. I loved him. He was a classic nebbish;
nervous, cowardly, self-deprecating.“Do I look like
I can intimidate a jury? I couldn’t intimidate a child
– and believe me, I’ve tried.” I recognized the type.
Such was the lack of Jewish characters in videogames that the simple fact of one’s existence,
even if stereotypical, was enough to excite me
to no end. His mere presence and that tiny bit
of simple familiarity was enough to validate my
upbringing. Yes, Vice City said, people like you
do exist, and they can be awful like anybody else.
Jewish characters are weird because being Jewish
is weird. The majority of us – Ashkenazis, which
hail from Central and Eastern Europe and make up
roughly 75% of all Jews worldwide – pass easily as
white, which makes visual identifiers tricky. Lean
too heavily into the sharp noses and curly hair
shared by many of my people and you devolve

into caricature. Meanwhile, the question of how a
Jew differs from a typical “white” person offers only
complications; we’re a religion, not a race, and yet
there’s a cultural aspect to Judaism that is often
separated entirely from the religious aspect, allowing many of us – especially the younger ones – to
identify as “cultural” Jews. And while our history
primarily consists of a string of extreme violence
done against us, with some evidence of rising
antisemitism in Europe today, currently Jews are
typically afforded the same privileges as white
people, lacking the dark skin that makes other
racialized people easy targets for systemic prejudice. In terms of power structures, I consider myself
a Straight White Male, even though the White part
isn’t quite true.

S

o it’s hard to write a Jewish character, especially in a medium where the overall quality of
writing is considered, charitably, as “sometimes
okay”. Through 30 years of videogame history,
nobody even tried. Thankfully, the last decade
or so has seen a few Jewish characters squeak
by; there aren’t many of them, but the ones that
exist are certainly more nuanced than Ken Rosenberg ever was, each of them providing a unique
perspective on Judaism.

identity

A Guided Meditation
Carli Velocci

A Guided Meditation
Meditative games aren’t about relaxation;
they’re about narrowing our focus.

I

n With Those We Love Alive by Porpentine,
the player is asked to draw on their skin with a
marker. The Twine game, set in an alternate world
of dead people where you serve a monstrous
Empress, is built primarily not on the actions the
character takes, but what those actions mean to
the player. As you meander through a life with
occasional purpose, you are asked to draw sigils
on your body to signify things such as ‘new beginnings’ to mark events. Once the game is over, you
can look back at what you drew with different eyes.
Porpentine’s games often break down the wall
between player and avatar, putting the player
inside the game’s confines. We are used to controlling a stand-in character rather than ourselves, but
Porpentine expands the borders of her pieces by
actively including us in the story. We are held in
by constraints of possibility – it would be impossible to have unlimited choice – but we are still
engaging with the game ourselves. There is no
longer an avatar to inhabit; there is only us.

Alice O’Connor wrote about With Those We Love
Alive for Rock, Paper, Shotgun:
“It’s a fun excuse to draw spooky sigils on yourself,
but feeling the pen tip pressing to your flesh and
later seeing your identity on you is powerful… I
stared a lot at the lie I tell myself about the kind
of person I am, about how good I think I am and
how good I wish I were.”
The line between player and character blurs: everyone’s symbols are different, but also everyone’s
view of their body. O’Connor’s symbols differed
from mine, which ranged from squiggle lines to
childish hearts. Porpentine doesn’t give you any
tips on what kinds of symbols to draw. It’s all up
to you, because the game is about you.

Medication Meditation (2014)

With Those We Love Alive is what I call a ‘meditative game’. Meditative games are about the player
rather than the avatar, blending reality and virtual
reality, forcing the player to focus on themselves
instead of the events going on inside the game.
According to Psychology Today, meditation is the
“practice of turning your attention to a single point
of reference,” which can refer to a thought, dream,
series of breaths, or just the presence of the body.
Games that get the player to focus on themselves
almost work as guided meditation exercises.
Games can be better at doing this than other
media. Point of view is a key element in film theory
and criticism, with special attention paid to why

a creator will choose a certain vantage point. In
cinema, the watcher sees events through the lens
of a camera. Whether or not the camera acts as
the eyes of a character directly influencing the
plot, the camera is a part of the scene. This idea
of the ‘Cine Eye’, or Kino-Glaz as it is called in
its native Russian, refers to an idea created by
filmmaker and theorist Dziga Vertov. He believed
that the camera was an enhanced version of the
human eye, that it could capture things that we
couldn’t see naturally, view things through impossible angles, film our world in a way that we could
never experience. Vertov said, “I am an eye. I am
a mechanical eye. I, a machine, I am showing you
a world, the likes of which only I can see”. Vertov

Further Reading:
Alice O’Connor – Physically Interactive Fiction: With Those We Love Alive, Rock Paper Shotgun
http://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2014/11/14/drawing-violences-mundanity-with-those-we-love-alive/

Patrick Lee – In Flower, wherever you go, there you aren’t , Gameological
http://www.avclub.com/article/ flower-wherever-you-go-there-you-arent-206167
Zach Kotzer –
Medication Meditation transforms mental illness into mini-games, Kill Screen
http://killscreendaily.com/articles/articles/medicationmeditation-transforms-mental-illness-mini-games/

Archaeology of the Self
A.R. Teschner of
Archaeology
the Self
Our game save files act as archaeological artefacts, defining
who we were and the choices we made in a moment in time.

Minecraft (2011)

I

f you could see my web browser’s bookmarks,
you’d be horrified. Hundreds upon hundreds
of links, far too many duplicates, and all nested
in cryptically-named folders. Not every place I’ve
been, but every place I felt mattered, or that I
didn’t have time to read. Clearing the backlog
would take months.
Digital storage tends to encourage this style of
cataloguing. With film cameras, we judged our
shots carefully, but now that we can take hundreds
of photos and not worry about running out of
space, our primary concern is time, both in taking a
picture before the sun goes down, and in creating
a backlog so big we might never sort through it
all. In this medium, we can reconstruct moments
in our life that we can never properly get back.

But our catalogue of videogames ‘save files’ is
different: we can continue where we left off, years
after we last visited a virtual world. Email records
may only hint at your mental state at the time, but
a Minecraft save where you’re falling to your death
is the best snapshot possible: it tracks everything
in your vicinity at the moment time stopped, as
well as your velocity. The only thing missing is the
sense of panic.
Whether it’s our initials in high score lists, drawings
(Sketch Tales), maps (Etrian Odyssey), log entries
(Starflight), or entire creations incorporated into
the game world, these changes become part of
the machinery. Many of these personal touches,
though, may be accidental, like stumbling upon
rare bugs in design. The programmers who made
these worlds in the first place are hard-pressed to
keep track of the entire spectrum of their creation,
and when unpredictable human beings enter, a
bit of life’s own chaos seeps in. The artificial and
the human intermingle, creating a new thing.

To Be This Old
Takes Ages
Old Sega games transcend their imperfections
through creative daring.

I

got my first game console on my 5th birthday,
in 1996. It was a Sega Genesis 2, the one that
came bundled with Sonic the Hedgehog 2. My
parents, ever understanding of the needs of their
children, supplemented it with a copy of Ecco the
Dolphin. This was my first console; these were my
first videogames. They changed my life.
It’s uncomfortable to admit that our childhood
toys and gadgets inform our personalities. Games
especially can have a high financial barrier to
entry, which excludes those from a less fortunate
upbringing from engaging with them. Meanwhile,
my generation’s emotional attachment to classic games turns us into vulnerable consumers,
our cherished childhood memories sold back
to us in the form of vapid listicles, reboots and
re-releases. But of course our childhood fixations
are important to us: not the full story of a human
being, certainly, but for those of us lucky enough to
have them, an integral part of it. Objects can teach,
nurture, and shape us. They provide us with new
perspectives, ideas, and behaviours.

Popping in Sonic the Hedgehog 2 for the first
time, I remember laughing at that “SEEEEGAAAAA”
scream, and the smile I could not hold back when
faced with the boisterous music and burst of colour
of Sonic the Hedgehog 2’s title screen. I remember poring over Ecco The Dolphin’s Boris Vallejopainted box art before ever notching it into my
console, wondering about the mysteries of these
16-bit depths. This was joy, fear, mystery, danger.
My friends had consoles too: some had a NES or
SNES, inherited from older siblings. More likely they
had Playstations, or, the dominant object of nostalgic affection for people my age, Nintendo 64s. I
was the only one with a Sega Genesis. It differentiated me. That’s a big deal when you’re a kid trying
to understand and mimic rudimentary social skills.
Being the only ‘Sega kid’ meant being something
of a rebel, in the small way that a child can be.
This is exactly what Sega’s marketing reinforced:
Sega games were cool, hip, fast, not like slow old
grandpa Nintendo. But the Sega Genesis felt like
rebellion not because of a marketing campaign,
but because Sega dared to be imperfect.

N

intendo games are flawless: innocent but
sophisticated, challenging but fair. There’s a
reason why Level 1-1 of Super Mario Bros. remains
a cornerstone of game design theory, while Sonic
the Hedgehog is perhaps remembered more for
its aggressive ad campaign. The Mario vs. Sonic
rivalry wasn’t much of a match at all – the Mario
games have stood the test of time markedly better
– but perfect Sonic runs have a special kind of
exhilaration, the moments when you know the
levels by memory and can burst through them
at ‘blast processing’ speeds. When you get into
the zone with Sonic, so to speak, Mario’s leisurely
waddle feels even more sluggish by comparison.

and again, its best games reaching the highest of
highs in spite of or even because of their inconsistencies. Ecco the Dolphin’s titular character might
control like a dolphin-shaped submarine, but the
game’s watery depths and moody soundtrack are
rich in atmosphere, mystery and menace. Ristar
was a classic “blue skies” Sega platformer filled
with audiovisual vibrancy, its Bionic Commando-esque swinging mechanics leading to some
brilliant level design. Comix Zone had simple
but meaty combat, and was an early pioneer of
branching paths in action games. Treasure’s Genesis games, such as Dynamite Headdy and Gunstar
Heroes, packed enough excitement and invention
into their brief runtimes to last decades.

The Genesis would repeat this experience time
These games were not lengthy or particularly
involved. Yes, they could be studied intensely so

that all their secrets were revealed, and yes, the Genesis had its share of long, intricate titles
like Shining Force or Phantasy Star. But the Sega I knew was all about small, experimental
bursts of creativity. This approach has stuck with me to this day, where I much prefer short
experiences – self-contained graphic novels, TV seasons no more than 10 episodes long,
short stories, and EPs. I want the most diverse range of experiences in the shortest amount
of time. I’m unsure whether I loved the Genesis because of its adherence to my preferences
or if its own penchant for brief, repeatable structures shaped my developing childhood brain.
I tend towards the latter.

Uncanny Bodies
Ben Meredith

Uncanny Bodies
When our high fidelity avatars don’t move as they
should, the result is incredibly creepy and jarring.

G

ames have consistently tried to erase the
boundary between the player and the avatar,
to put the player ‘in the game’ and help them inhabit
the virtual space. With the advent of viable consumer
virtual reality, videogames have a new way to break
down the divide and allow a player to truly become
their digital self. Previously, developers attempted to
immerse the player by creating visuals which looked
‘real’, but we’re now at the stage where attempts at
photorealism no longer add to the experience, and
can even hinder it. If the graphics are too photorealistic, the audience runs the risk of experiencing the
effect known as the ‘uncanny valley’: the point at
which the representation of a thing (usually a human
face) becomes convincing enough to trick the brain
into treating it as real, but not convincing enough
to stop the brain from noticing fundamental flaws.
This wrongness translates into being disturbed by
the image. The representation is uncanny in the
sense of the ‘unheimlich’: something which is both
homely and unhomely. This issue means that, at
least in terms of being immersive, videogames have
plateaued on graphical fidelity. In order to bypass
this developers are now concentrating on providing beauty and richness through shaders and style,
instead of solely focusing on providing a simulacrum
of real life.
Moving away from uncanny graphic fidelity, developers have found other ways to immerse players in
virtual bodies. For instance, many videogames, such
as the Far Cry series, Dying Light, Mirror’s Edge, and
the first-person mode for Grand Theft Auto 5, use
convincing first person perspectives. These games
create a sense of physical presence in the world,
with characters stumbling, scrambling and grasping with body parts that are visible to the player.
Previously such movements were implied, with the
action occurring ‘off-camera’ and the placement of
the avatar’s head – the point from which the player
views the world – moving to encourage us to believe
that complex bodily movements were happening.

Grand Theft Auto V (2015)

These games go so far beyond the usual ‘check if
you have feet’ standard of avatar fidelity that the
player can almost be tricked into thinking they
are the avatar, regardless of the graphical quality
present in the games. You can test it yourself: jump
off of a building in Dying Light, then jump off of a
building in an Assassin’s Creed game and tell me
which gave you an echo of that familiar feeling in
the pit of your stomach. In fact, jump off a building
in GTAV in third person, then jump off a building in
GTAV in first person: the difference, considering
that it’s the same game with a shift in perspective,
is surprisingly pronounced. The reason I feel such
trepidation when running from zombies in Dying
Light has as much to do with seeing my hands claw
at a ledge as it does with running from the scary,
gory zombies. Because I can see my hands there,
I can imagine myself slipping and, although these
animations are predefined, they’re real enough
for me to believe that something could go wrong.
It’s not just an avatar running for its life. It’s me,
running for my life.
Yet, just as increased graphical fidelity results in
Dying Light (with Oculus Rift) (2015)
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Some
Kind of
of Monster
Some
Kind
Monster
In Bloodlines, being a monster tells us a great deal about the measure of our humanity.

Jody Macgregor

I

n tabletop RPG circles there’s a stereotype of a
certain kind of player, a player whose characters
tend to be dark and mysterious: lone wolves who
spend most of their time lurking on the periphery
of the game everyone else is playing. Their characters wear cloaks or coats, armed with katanas
or the nearest equivalent. If the setting is modern,
they wear sunglasses at night.
Part of the appeal of RPGs is that there’s something for everyone. Whether you want to be a
doomed 1920s detective, a tourist in William S.
Burroughs’ Interzone, or a teen magician who casts
spells by speaking Korean, there’s a game for
you. Vampire: The Masquerade provides for the
sunglasses-at-night player like no other, but it also
provides for the wacky goth poet who talks like
Drusilla from Buffy, the metalhead who is way into
leather, and the philosophy student going through
a Nietzschean phase. It’s a big black umbrella with
room in its shade for everyone.
I make no judgement because I was one of those
players, a kid who read Vertigo Comics and
watched The Crow at an impressionable age, and

I understand the appeal first-hand. When all the
characters are dark and mysterious, when cool
and edgy is the default, you’re not tripping up
everyone else’s fantasy by playing a sexy loner.
Being a sexy loner is the sharp-fanged point of
Vampire; it gives everyone permission to indulge
in the same gleefully ridiculous fantasy.
Troika’s 2004 videogame adaptation Vampire:
The Masquerade — Bloodlines understood this
as well as the tabletop game did. It begins with a
questionnaire – at least, if you have the essential
unofficial patch installed – and the questions it
asks determine which vampiric bloodline you’ll
belong to. Those bloodlines, or clans, are archetypes that narrow down the version of the vampire
fantasy you want to play, whether you want to be
mystical and devious, brooding and animalistic,
or manipulative and deeply into power-dressing
and shoulderpads. The questions ask how you’d
react if someone cut you off in traffic, outbid you
at an art auction, or broke into your house. It’s a
Voight-Kampff test, but one that never tells you
you’re human.
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Year One: Reloaded

The Best of Us.
Enjoy our second year – Change, Power, Space,
Time, and Heart – in one lovely package.
A portion of sales from Year Two help support the
videogame charity SpecialEffect.

Remastered. Reloaded.
The first amazing year of Five out of Ten. Fifty
outstanding essays that refine videogame writing: investigative journalism, personal experiences,
childlike wonder and adult encounters.

#15 – Control

#14 – Nature

Take Control!
Read about Dragon Age and relationships, the
fall and rise of the joystick, the challenges the
infinite galaxies of Elite: Dangerous, how wargames depict the unpredictability of war, and
the awe-filled pilgrimage of El Shaddai.

One with nature.
Mass Effect 2’s Dirty Dozen, a virtual odyssey in
Enslaved, the civilian targets of Command and
Conquer, going beyond Baldur’s Gate, cyborgism in Zone of the Enders 2, and more!
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Game design history and digital culture
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it strikes your fancy, consider contributing your own work.
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